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ABSTRACT. Let 2 denote a smooth compactification of the k-fold fiber product of the universal family A' + M of elliptic curves with level N structure. The purpose of this paper is to completely describe the algebras cycles in and the Hodge structure of the Betti cohomology H * ( z , Q) of A , for by doing so we are able (a) to verify both the usual and generalized Hodge conjectures for A"; (b) to describe both the kernel and the image of the Abel-Jacobi map from algebraic cycles algebraically equivalent to zero (modulo rational equivalence) into the Griffiths intermediate Jacobian; and (c) to verify Tate's conjecture concerning the algebraic cycles in the ttale cohomology H;(Z@ 0, . The
0,)
methods used lead also to a complete description of the Hodge structure of the Betti cohomology H * ( E~, Q) of the k-fold product of an elliptic curve E without complex multiplication. and a verification of the generalized Hodge conjecture for E~.
Let 2 denote a smooth compactification of the k-fold fiber product of the universal family A' M of elliptic curves with level N structure. The puri pose of this paper is to completely describe the algebraic cycles in and the Hodge structure of the Betti cohomology H*(A, Q) of A : By doing so we are able (a) to verify both the usual and generalized Hodge conjectures [H, Grl, Gr2] for 2 ; (b) to describe both the kernel and the image of the Abel-Jacobi map from algebraic cycles algebraically equivalent to zero (modulo rational equivalence) into the Griffiths intermediate Jacobian [Gfl, Gf21; and (c) to verify Tate's conjecture [TI concerning the algebraic cycles in the etale cohomology conjectures and the construction of 2,and state our results precisely.
In $2 we prove that I f r n ( E k , Q) as a rational Hodge structure is the direct sum of a number of rational sub-Hodge structures each of which is the product of an irreducible rational Hodge structure of type {(v, 0 ), (v -1, 1), . . . , (0, v) ) with one of type {(y , p ) ) , where the product is actually realized by the cup product in H * ( E k, Q) , and 2y + v = m . The proof rests on the observations that the special Mumford-Tate group SMT(E) of E [D4] , called the Ilodge group in [Mml] , is isomorphic to SL2, and that the (irreducible)
SMT(E) submodules of H m ( E k , Q) are precisely the (irreducible) rational subHodge structures. Thus the problem is reduced to determining the structure of H r n ( E k , Q) as an SLz-module, which is a classical sort of problem [W] . Once this is done, Theorem A and the generalized Hodge conjecture follow from the usual Hodge conjecture, which in the present case says that the one-dimensional SL2-invariants in IJrn(Ek, Q) are algebraic [Mtl] (compare also [K2, SF] classes of algebraic cycles contained in the compactifying divisor at infinity; and (iii) classes which correspond to holomorphic cusp forms on T ( N ) ,and their complex conjugates. The first two are of course algebraic, while the t h~r d
live In rational Hodge structures of type {(v , 0) , (0, v)) , for 1 < u 5 k + 1 .
To identify these classes is comparatively straightforward, the harder work is to show that they generate. Once this is done, however, we find that an especially strong form of the usual Hodge conjecture is true for 2,namely that all of 1-d~>~(2) is spanned (over C) by algebraic cycles. It is from this fact, and the main results of p-adic Hodge theory [F, FM] , that the Tate conjecture ifor 2 follows. A strong form of the generalized Hodge conjecture is also true ifor 2 : The coniveau filtration is actually equal to the intersection of the Hoclge filtration with the rational cohomology. Thus it is an easy matter to descr~~be the (Griffiths) intermediate Jacobians of 2 as well as the image therein of the Abel-Jacobi map applied to algebraic cycles on 2 algebraically equivalent to zero, and it follows that Abel-Jacobi equivalence on those cycles is isogenous to incidence equivalence [Gf 1, Gf21. Both the present work and the previous work [Go21 which it compleme~nts were largely motivated by the work of Michio Kuga and his students and collaborators on algebraic cycles and the cohomology of group-theoretic families of abelian varieties, see [Kl, K2, K3, HK., Ha, KS, KL] . Thus this paper is respectfully dedicated to the memory of Professor Kuga.
A. Recall that a rational Hodge structure of weight m is a finite-dimensional vector space V over Q whose complexification V(C) := VgQC has a Hodge tdecomposition V(C) = $O<p<m Vp,m-p with Vp,m-* = Vrn-p,p, or equivalently has a decreasing Hodgefiltration Ft;V (C) with Ft;V(C)$F;+'-" v(C) = v ( @ )
[D3]. These are related by FkV(C) = $,>, VP'm-P and VP)m- and U runs over Zariski-open subsets of X with codim(X -U) > r . The idea is that the W's may be taken to be resolutions of singularities of the Z's, and the Z's are the (X -U)'s. The coniveau filtration may also be characterized as the abutment of the second spectral sequence, see [BO] . In any case it follows
is a rational sub-Hodge structure of I f m ( X , Q) , and [Sol, Grl, Gr21. The generalized Zodge conjecture asserts that the largest rational Hodge structure contained in FAHm(X,C) fl H m ( X , Q) is in fact
; H m (X , Q) [Grl, Gr2] . An alternative, but equivalent formulation is that in addition to the usual Hodge conjecture, whenever V(Q) is a simple sub-Hodge structure of Ifm (X ,Q) then the greatest integer r such that
equals the least integer s such that IrS,m-s(C) # (0). The idea here is that the type of a rational sub-Hodge structure of H m ( X , Q ) should determine its level in the coniveau filtration. In fact, Hodge originally conjectured that equality should hold in (1.2) [HI, but Grothendieck provided a counterexample to that and proposed these reformulations in [Grl] ; see the remark follcwing Theorem 1 below.
C. Now let E denote an elliptic curve (over @) without complex multiplication, so that End(E) = Z,and let Ek := E x . . . x E be the product of E with itself k times (over C) . Then the usual Hodge conjecture for Ek may be proved by showing that there are no more Hodge cycles than those which are generated by (cup products of) classes of divisors [Mt 1, Mt21. Thus all the algebraic cycles on Ek are linear combinations of the "obvious" ones of the form a,(Aa x Ebx OC), where A c E x E is the diagonal, 0 E E is a (base) point, and a permutes the k factors of Ek. The following theorem incorporates this information and further describes the Hodge structure of H * ( E~, Q).
Theorem A. Let E be an elliptic curve without complex multiplication.
(i) AH*(Ek, Q) is generated by divisor classes.
.. . , (0, v)}, and 0 < p < k and 1 5 v < k .
An immediate consequence is A1 is an elliptic surface over M , there is also a unique nonsingular complete relatively minimal model @' : z1-+ M of A' [AMRT, KO] . In fact, (@I)- ' (p) is an N-gon of rational curves for p E M" , and A1-A1 is the disjoint union over p E McO of these.
If k > 1 we may construct a smooth completion 2 of A by first letting A := A' x~ . . . x , i1 , with ij7 : 2 -B.Then there is a natural stratification of the singular locus of 2:for each p E M" , the j-dimensional stratum of -qP1(p) consists of Nk( : ) components each of which is a direct product of j rational curves (and (k -j ) double points) of ((ijl)-'(p) . By blowing up each component of each stratum, starting with the 0-dimensional and continuing through the (k -1)-dimensional, we get the nonsingular 2 [sI] . Another description of the nonsingular completion 2 of A is given in [Dl, , and the methods of [AMRT] below, and compare with [KS, K1, 31, ~2 , Sm2] and [Z, 3 121) .
3. Theorem B and its consequences below were known to Shioda [So29 for k = 1 . This theorem may also be compared with the results in the analogolus "compact case" studied in [HK, Go21. The first consequence we draw from Theorem B is a strong form of the usual Hodge conjecture, which is valid for projective spaces, Grassmannians and flag varieties, but only rarely otherwise (see the comment in [HK] ). 
where it should to be understood that the quotient is actually by the image of ~~' -' ( 2 , Z) (resp. 1f2k-2r+3(i, z)) in H~' -( 2 , Cj (resp. H~~-~~+( A -, vc , As an aid to studying Abel-Jacobi equivalence, Griffiths has defined the notion of incidence equivalence [Gf 1, Gf21: A cycle Z (or its class) in &'(A) is said to be incidence equivalent to zero iff for all smooth projective varieties S and all algebraic cycles Y of codimension (2k + 2 -r) on S x A (modulo rational equivalence) the projection onto S of the intersection product ( ( Sx Z).Y) is linearly equivalent to zero on S . Let qlc(a denote the subgroup of dr(z) of classes incidence equivalent to zero. Then G 41c(4 [Gfl] , and it follows [Gf2] that there is a surjective homomorphism of abelian varieties ir from J$,(a to the rth Saito-Picard wriet-y Let S P~C (:= @ilr5x+Ispicr(2).
Referring to the notation of Theorem B(ii), let and ~" ( 2 ,
. Then we can describe the image and the kernel of the Abel-Jacobi map as follows.
Theorem 4. With the notations as above (i) Jr alg ('T) = wO,"'-I (A)/wzr-I(2, Z) .
(ii) Ar : J L , (~)--+ spicr(A) is an isogeny; i.r, Abel-Jacobi ~quivalence dzj7krs
cat most by an isogeny from incidence equivalence on 2. is a serf-dual graded abelian variety. Proof. Since sum of the tangent space at the origin of J A , (~and its complex -conjugate is exactly F;-'H~~-( 2 , @)@C [Mr, 4.31, part (i) is a consequence of Theorem 3. Then in [Gf 1, 5 101it is shown that the generalizedHodge conjecture implies both that ,Ir is an isogeny and that Ja,,(A) is self-dual, though the self-duality follows from part (i) as well. This proves parts (ii) and (iii); then part (iv) follows directly from Theorem B(ii). Remark. In the notation of Remark 2 following Theorem B, there is a natural isomorphism see Lemma 5 below, and compare [Z, 12.41. Moreover, Shimura [Sm2, V] has shown that the quotient of Szr(T(hT)) by the lattice obtained from W2'-'(A, 2%) via this isomorphism is a complex torus which can be give the structure of an abelian variety. Thus J L , (ãnd Ja, , (4 and ~( 2 ) are isogenous to sums of these Shimura abelian varieties. This result may be compared with [KL] , where the Weil intermediate Jacobians of the compact analogue of A are also shown to be sums of these Shimura abelian varieties but with a modified complex structure.
If V is a rational Hodge structure of weight m , then its kth tensor power vBk:= V 8 . . . 8 V (k factors) is a rational Hodge structure of weight km on which SMT(V) acts diagonally. In fact, SMT(V) may be characterized as the largest subgroup of GL (V) which fixes all the Hodge vectors, i.e. the rational vectors of Hodge type (mk/2, m k / 2 ) , in v @for all k [Mml, D4] .
In particular, SMT(vBk)= SMT (V) . Proof. If W is a rational sub-Hodge structure of V B k ,then the map pw :
In particular, a rational Hodge structure is irreducible if and only if it is irreducible as a representation of SMT(V).
W.
Recall that the only irreducible rational finite-dimensional representations of SL2 (over a field of characteristic 0) are the symmetric tensor representations (p, , V, ) of degree v and dimension u + 1 , for u 2 0 , so that po is the trivial represention and pl is the identity represention of SL2 on a 2-dimensional space [W] . Moreover, since SL2 is semisimple, any finite-dimensional representation W decomposes into a direct sum of isotypic components Moreover, it follows from the Cauchy decomposition formula and the JacobiTrudy formula that the multiplicity of p, in A m ( k K ) is
; [L, (1.7. 3), McD, (1.3.5) ] (see also [Kl, KS] ).
C. PROOFOF THEOREM A. Since
(noncanonically), it follows from the remarks preceding Proposition 1 that SMT(H"(E~, (9)) = SMT(H'(E, Q)) =: SMT(E).
Furthermore, since E does not have complex multiplication, we may identify SMT(E) with SL2(Q) and its action on H 1 ( E ,Q) with (pl , $) [Mm2], consequently also identifying H r n (~' < Now Theorem A , Q) with Am(kV;) . Remark. We will see that there is a natural realization of H*(A, Q) inside H*(A, Q) via which (3.1) becomes an equality. Also, Jannsen [J] has shown that ker[h*] and Im[h*] are absolute Hodge cycle submotives of H*(A),meaning that H*(A, Q) can be split as in (3.1) using the morphisms associated to absolute Hodge cycles, from which it also follows that there is a realization of H* (A , Q) as a sub-Hodge structure of H*(A, Q) .
Next we observe that any decomposition of H * ( A, Q)as a (possibly mixed) Hodge structure will induce a corresponding decomposition of H * ( A , Q) by restriction. Let 0, denote the endomorphism of A induced by multiplication by n in the fiber, for any integer n > 1 , and let H('>')(A , Q) denote the nb-eigenspace of 6;in H~+ ' ( A , Q) . Then
This follows from the observations that since 9 : A -+ M is proper and smooth, its Leray spectral sequence E,(y) + H * ( A, Q) degenerates at the El?-term [GH, 3.51 , where E !~~ 0; commutes with the = H a ( M , RbPiQ) , and that dz differentials ("Lieberman's trick"), from which one easily finds that Then the decomposition of ~" ( 2 , Q) that we seek is described in the following lemma.
Lemma 2. As a rational Hodge structure, where these isomorphisms are fully compatible with the cup product algelbra structures of these cohomology rings. On the other hand, for each algebraic cycle on A, we may take its closure with respect to the generic point q of M to obtain an algebraic cycle on 2 which determines a class in H ( O > *) (A, (1).
And since AH* ( A , , Q) is generated by divisors and the closure of a divisor on A, is a divisor on 2 , the result follows. [D3, 8.2.81, so it suffices to check that H*(A", Q) is spanned by algebraic cycles. However, consists of the irreducible components of A" , since Am is a divisor with normal crossings as a subvariety of 2. And it follows from the construction of 2 and 2 (ID, also see [sI] ) that all these components belong to the category of algebraic varieties generated by rational curves and the operations of direct product and blowing-up over smooth centers. Since these operations preserve the property that the cohomology ring is spanned by algebraic cycles, the lemma follows.
C. Implicit in the next lemma is that there are no other algebraic cycles in
.H*(A, Q) than those just described above. Proof. After the last part of Lemma 2, it suffices to prove that the subspace H 1( M , j,%) c ~( l , " ) ( A ,Q) , is a rational Hodge structure of type {(v + 1, 0) , ( 0 , v + I)) with Q-rank (vN + N + 6)N? TTI,,x(l -P -~) . However, following [~2 ] (see also [Z, §12] ), we observe that by the Eichler-Shimura isomorphism SV+2(r(N)) es,+2(r(N))-I;H1(G,j*%(@.)), D. To complete the proof of Theorem B, it follows from the proof of Lemma 5 above that there is an explicit realization of H('>,)(A,Q ; [p,]) inside H u + ' ( 2 , Q) ; see [Sl] . With Lemmas 4 and 3, this implies that the decomposition of the Hodge structure H~A , Q) given by Lemma 2 corresponds to a genuine decomposition of ~m ( 2 , Q) as cohomology group. Moreover, ker[h*] and the preimage of H ( O , * ) ( A , Q) described in Lemma 3 consist of algebraic cycles, while their complement in H*(2, Q) whose Hodge structure is described in Lemma 5 cannot contain any algebraic cycles; part (i) of the theorem follows. Part (ii) follows directly from Lemmas 2, 3 and 5.
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